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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background  

1.1.1 The A9 trunk road provides a strategic link between the Scottish Highlands and the Central Belt.  
The Scottish Government’s ‘Strategic Transport Projects Review’ (STPR), published in 2008, 
recommended a range of improvements for the A9, including upgrading to dual carriageway 
standard between Perth and Inverness, a distance of some 177 km. 

1.1.2 In December 2011, the Cabinet Secretary for Infrastructure and Capital Investment announced 
the Scottish Government’s commitment to dual the A9 between Perth and Inverness by 2025; as 
part of the 2011 Infrastructure and Investment Plan (IIP).  This commitment was reinforced in the 
2015 IIP.  

1.1.3 The A9 Dualling Programme now includes three design ‘Sections’; North, Central and South.  The 
Central Section (from Glen Garry to Dalraddy) consists of four design ‘Projects’: 

• Project 7 – Glen Garry to Dalwhinnie 

• Project 8 – Dalwhinnie to Crubenmore 

• Project 9 – Crubenmore to Kincraig 

• Project 10 – Kincraig to Dalraddy 

1.1.4 This Environmental Statement (ES) has been prepared in relation to the Central Section Project 7, 
Glen Garry to Dalwhinnie (referred to as ‘the Proposed Scheme’ in this ES).  This project has been 
progressed to a ‘Stage 3’ level of design in accordance with the Design Manual for Roads and 
Bridges (DMRB) (Highways Agency (et al), 2009).  

1.1.5 In Scotland, DMRB Stage 3 requires the development of a design to a sufficient level of detail to 
inform the production of Road Orders under the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984.  Where the project is 
of a sufficient scale, the DMRB Stage 3 design is subject to an Environmental Impact Assessment 
(EIA).  A summary explanation of DMRB Stages 1 to 3 is provided in Table 1-1.   

Table 1-1:  DMRB Staged Development Process 

DMRB Stage Objectives 

Stage 1 
Identification of route corridor options and principal environmental constraints and opportunities 
Selection of a preferred route corridor within which the road project will be designed and constructed 

Stage 2 
Development and assessment of mainline and junction options within the preferred route corridor  
Engineering, Economic and Environmental assessment of options to a level sufficient to inform selection 
of a preferred mainline route and junction location(s) 

Stage 3 

Further design development of selected mainline and junctions to include drainage, structures, accesses 
to a level sufficient to inform and support Road Orders 
Assessment of the Proposed Scheme undertaken in accordance with Environmental Impact 
Assessment (Scotland) Regulations 2011 which implements EC Directive 85/337, with publication of an 
Environmental Statement (ES) (if required) 
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1.2 Introduction to Project 7, Glen Garry to Dalwhinnie  

1.2.1 The Proposed Scheme is approximately 10 km, including tie-ins, with the mainline dualling being 
approximately 9.5 km long.  The Proposed Scheme commences at the northern end of the 
existing Glen Garry dual carriageway section, and terminates approximately 1.3 km to the south 
of the existing A9/ A889 Dalwhinnie Junction, where it ties into the southern end of Project 8 
(Dalwhinnie to Crubenmore).  The Proposed Scheme extents are shown on Figure 1-1.  The local 
area contains a range of environmental designations and existing infrastructure constraints, as 
shown in Figure 1-2. 

 
Figure 1-1:  Project 7 – Glen Garry to Dalwhinnie – regional context 

1.2.2 This section of the A9 reaches its highest point as the road climbs to 432m through the Pass of 
Drumochter, which is the high point of the A9 through the Cairngorms National Park.   

1.2.3 As shown in Figure 1-2, much of the surrounding area is environmentally sensitive and key 
designations in proximity to the Proposed Scheme include: 

• Cairngorms National Park 

• Drumochter Hills Special Area of Conservation (SAC) 

• River Spey SAC (including the River Truim, designated as part of the River Spey SAC) 

• Drumochter Hills Special Protection Area (SPA) 

• Drumochter Hills Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) 

• Allt Dubhaig Geological Conservation Review (GCR) area 
(qualifying geodiversity feature of the Drumochter Hills SSSI) 
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Figure 1-2:  Project 7 – Glen Garry to Dalwhinnie – location and local constraints 
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1.2.4 Figure 1‐2 also highlights significant engineering constraints within proximity, including: 

 The existing A9 trunk road, which will require continued operation during construction 

 Local access to Dalnaspidal properties on the west side of the existing A9 

 Highland Main Line (HML) railway, running to the west of the A9 

 Beauly‐Denny Power Line (BDL), running to the east of the A9 

 National Cycle Network Route 7 (NCN7), which runs to the west of, and in close proximity 
to, the A9 throughout the Proposed Scheme extents 

1.2.5 The A9 crosses numerous watercourses within the project extents, and the topography includes 
steep slopes and a confined corridor through the Pass of Drumochter.  In this area, the River 
Truim (and its associated floodplain) meanders between the A9 and the HML, and there is 
restricted space between the River, the HML, the NCN7, the A9 and the BDL powerline all running 
generally parallel to each other through the narrow corridor. 

1.3 Statutory Context for EIA 
1.3.1 The requirement for EIA originates from EIA Directive (85/33/EEC).  The original Directive and 

subsequent amendments were codified by Directive 2011/92/EU, which was further amended in 
2014 by Directive 2014/52/EU.  This Directive was adopted on 15 May 2014, and transposed into 
UK Legislation on 16 May 2017.   

1.3.2 As such, EIA regulations relevant to trunk road projects in Scotland are The Roads (Scotland) Act 
1984 (EIA) Regulations 2017.  However, transitional arrangements provided by the 2014/52/EU 
Directive, confirm that EIA for projects subject to Scoping prior to 16 May 2017 can be undertaken 
in accordance with the previous EIA Regulations.  Given that the Scoping procedure for A9 Dualling 
projects was undertaken prior to May 2017, this EIA is therefore undertaken in accordance with 
The Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 as amended by the EIA (Scotland) Regulations 1999 (as amended), 
hereafter referred to as ‘the EIA Regulations’.  

1.3.3 In terms of what constitutes an EIA development, Schedule 1 of the EIA Regulations sets out 
categories of large‐scale development that definitively require EIA.  In addition, the ‘Roads 
(Scotland) Act 1984’ (as amended) requires an EIA to be undertaken for certain road projects 
greater than 10km in length.  Road projects of less than 10km in length fall under Schedule 2 of 
the EIA Regulations, which specifies that EIA is required if the project has the potential to result 
in significant environmental effects.   

1.3.4 The proposed A9 Dualling Glen Garry to Dalwhinnie project includes approximately 9.5km of road 
widening, including tie‐ins.  The overall project extents are approximately 10km in length; 
however, as the actual road widening from two lanes to four lanes in less than 10km it falls within 
the definitions of a Schedule 2 project.  Given the nature and sensitivities of the surrounding 
environment, and the potential for significant environmental effects, EIA is required for this 
project.  DMRB Stage 2 options assessments were subject to non‐statutory consultation via the A9 
Dualling Environmental Steering Group (ESG), including feedback on issues that the Consultation 
Authorities required further information on through DMRB Stage 3 development. 

1.3.5 Following DMRB Stage 2, a route‐wide Scoping Report was produced covering A9 Dualling 
Projects across the South, Central and Northern sections.  The Scoping Report confirmed that 
baseline information presented at DMRB Stage 2 would be further developed, as well as outlining 
the DMRB Stage 3 assessment approaches for each topic.  The Scoping Report was issued to the 
ESG for Consultation on 21 August 2016.   
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1.3.6 Consideration of the need for EIA was recorded in a ‘Record of Determination’ (RoD) submitted to 
Transport Scotland on 21 November 2016.  The RoD records the basic details of the Proposed 
Scheme and the surrounding environment, and that it is a qualifying Schedule 2 project.  The RoD 
provides an administrative mechanism to support Transport Scotland’s decision to proceed to EIA.   

1.3.7 Schedule 4, Part 1 of the EIA Regulations outlines the particular information to be included in an 
ES and Table 1‐2 provides a simple overview on where the required information is contained in 
this document:  

Table 1-2:  Schedule 4 EIA Requirements  

Specified Information Location within ES 

1. 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Description of the development, including in particular –  
a description of the physical characteristics of the whole development and the land-use 
requirements during the construction and operational phases  
a description of the main characteristics of the production processes, for instance, nature 
and quantity of the materials used 
an estimate, by type and quantity, of expected residues and emissions (water, air and soil 
pollution, noise, vibration and light) resulting from the operation of the proposed 
development 

 
Chapter 5 
 
Chapter 18 
 
Chapters 10 to 18 

 

2. An outline of the main alternatives studied by the applicant or appellant and an indication of 
the main reasons for the choice made, taking into account the environmental effects 

Chapter 3 
 

3. A description of the aspects of the environment likely to be significantly affected by the 
development, including, in particular: 
population, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets, including the 
architectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and the inter-relationship between the 
above factors 

Chapters 8 – 18,  
see Baseline Conditions  
and Potential Impacts  
sub-sections. 
 

4. 
 
 
 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

A description of the likely significant effects of the development on the environment, which 
should cover the direct effects and any indirect, secondary, cumulative, short, medium and 
long-term, permanent and temporary, positive and negative effects of the development, 
resulting from –  
the existence of the development 
the use of natural resources 
the emission of pollutants, the creation of nuisances and the elimination of waste, and the 
description by the applicant or appellant of the forecasting methods used to assess the 
effects on the environment 

Chapters 8 – 18,  
see Potential Impacts  
sub-sections. 

5. A description of the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and where possible offset any 
significant adverse effects on the environment 

 

Chapters 8 – 18,  
see Mitigation sub-sections 
plus Chapter 21  
(Schedule of Environmental 
Commitments)  
 

6. A non-technical summary of the information provided under paragraphs 1 to 5 of this Part Non-Technical Summary 
 

7. An indication of any difficulties (technical deficiencies or lack of know-how) encountered by 
the applicant or appellant in compiling the required information 

Chapters 8 – 18,  
see Limitations to Assessment 
sub-sections. 
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1.4 Purpose and Content of the Environmental Statement  

1.4.1 Annex E of Circular 8/2007 ‘The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) (Scotland) Regulations 
1999’ (Scottish Government, 2007) provides guidance on the EIA of trunk road schemes in 
Scotland.  Following updates through the 2011 EIA Regulations, Parts III and IV remain extant.  
Guidance contained in Circular 8/2007 in Annex E therefore continues to apply.  The Design 
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) also provides Government guidance on the design, 
development and assessment of trunk road schemes.  

1.4.2 The purpose of this ES is to report the assessment findings and mitigation recommendations of 
the EIA undertaken in accordance with the above guidance.  Each assessment topic chapter 
provides details of any further topic‐specific guidance applied for each relevant subject, and the 
full range of ES Chapters are listed in below in Table 1‐3.  A description of the structure of these 
chapters is provided in Section 6.2. 

Table 1-3:  Contents of the Environmental Statement 

Chapter 
No. Chapter Heading 

1 Introduction (this chapter) 

2 Need for the Scheme 

3 Alternatives Considered 

4 Design Development 

5 The Proposed Scheme 

6 Overview of Assessment Process 

7 Consultation 

8 People and Communities: Community and Private Assets 

9 People and Communities: Effects on All Travellers 

10 Geology, Soils and Groundwater 

11 Road Drainage and the Water Environment 

12 Ecology and Nature Conservation 

13 Landscape 

14 Visual 

15 Cultural Heritage 

16 Air Quality 

17 Noise and Vibration 

18 Materials  

19 Policies and Plans 

20 Cumulative Effects 

21 Schedule of Environmental Commitments 

22 Summary of Significant Residual Impacts 

1.4.3 It should be noted that A9 Dualling Project 7 design development has been informed by a series 
of environmentally‐led workshops and reviews, which have themselves been informed by earlier 
work undertaken through previous DMRB design and assessment stages.  In effect, the early 
involvement of environmental specialists has aimed to use EIA as a design tool to identify the 
potential impacts of the Proposed Scheme and recommend appropriate changes to the 
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developing design, which have inherently reduced the environmental impact (discussed further 
under Chapter 4, Design Development). 

1.4.4 This process identified opportunities to refine the details of the scheme; for example, by 
including mammal ledges in a number of culvert designs, or refining the route alignment and 
earthworks extents to avoid certain habitats or the 1:200 year flood zone, to prevent or reduce 
potential adverse environmental effects.  Such measures, embedded into the DMRB Stage 3 
design, are referred to as ‘embedded mitigation’ throughout the topic chapters in this ES.   

1.4.5 Further mitigation requirements, identified to address any potentially significant adverse 
impacts, are referred to as proposed ‘standard’ or ‘specific’ mitigation in each assessment 
chapter.  All mitigation (embedded and proposed) is collated and detailed in Chapter 21, 
Schedule of Environmental Commitments. 

1.5 Review and Comment 

1.5.1 Copies of this Environmental Statement (ES) are available for inspection at:  

Transport Scotland 

Major Transport Projects 
Infrastructure Projects (MTRIPS) 
Buchanan House 
58 Port Dundas Street 
Glasgow G4 0HF 
Telephone 0141 272 7100 
Monday to Thursday 8.30am-5pm, 
Friday 8.30am-4.30pm 
 

Badenoch Library 

Badenoch Centre 
Spey Street  
Kingussie PH21 1EH 
Telephone: 01540 661596 
 
Mon  12-5pm, 6-8pm 
Tues  CLOSED 
Wed  10am-1pm, 2-5pm 
Thurs  10am-1pm, 2-5pm 
Fri  10am-1pm, 2-5pm 

The Highland Council 
Service Point 

The Courthouse 
High Street 
Kingussie PH21 1HR  
Telephone: 01540 664529 
 
Monday to Friday  
9am–12.30pm  
and 1.30–3pm  

 Please note that all locations are closed at weekends and bank holidays. 

1.5.2 The ES is also available online from Transport Scotland’s A9 Dualling, Glen Garry to Dalwhinnie 
website at:  https://www.transport.gov.scot/projects/a9-dualling-perth-to-inverness/a9-glen-
garry-to-dalwhinnie    

1.5.3 A hard copy of the ES may be purchased at a cost of £150, and the ES is also available in DVD 
format, at a cost of £10, by writing to Transport Scotland at the address shown above, or by email 
to: info@transport.gov.scot  

1.5.4 Any person wishing to express an opinion on this ES should write to Transport Scotland at the 
address above.  Formal representations are invited until eight weeks after the advertised date of 
publication. 

1.6 References 

1.6.1 Relevant references for introductory Chapters 1 to 7 of this ES are compiled and provided at the 
end of Chapter 7.  

https://www.transport.gov.scot/projects/a9-dualling-perth-to-inverness/a9-glen-garry-to-dalwhinnie
https://www.transport.gov.scot/projects/a9-dualling-perth-to-inverness/a9-glen-garry-to-dalwhinnie
mailto:info@transport.gov.scot
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	2.3.14 Dualling of the A9 would improve journey times and reliability, reduce driver stress and frustration, potentially saving costs for businesses and increasing safety, and potentially making the surrounding areas more attractive as a short-term to...
	2.3.15 Driver stress and frustration were reviewed as part of the ‘A9 Dualling: Case for Investment’ which indicated that higher levels of driver frustration were linked to slow moving vehicles, the build-up of platoons and the restriction of travel s...

	2.4 Previous A9 Dualling DMRB Studies and Assessments
	DMRB Stage 1
	2.4.1 Two strategic studies, carried out through 2012-14, looked at the engineering and environmental aspects of the A9 Dualling Programme from Perth to Inverness:
	2.4.2 The strategic studies involved undertaking Programme-wide assessments to identify the engineering and environmental constraints, issues, risks and opportunities associated with dualling the A9 between Perth and Inverness.  Together these formed ...
	2.4.3 The PES studies involved an engineering assessment of the A9 Perth to Inverness route and produced engineering constraints mapping, corridor options work and a range of design strategies including junction and access, lay‐by and rest areas, and ...
	2.4.4 Alongside the PES study, Transport Scotland commissioned a ‘Strategic Environmental Assessment’ (SEA).  SEA Screening determined that the A9 Dualling Programme had the potential to present significant environmental effects on the environment, an...
	2.4.5 SEA screening and scoping stages were completed by February 2013 and the SEA Environmental Report was published in June 2013 (Halcrow, 2013a).  As part of ongoing work to meet the environmental challenges identified in the A9 Dualling Programme,...
	2.4.6 Further information can be obtained at:
	2.4.7 In conjunction with the PES and SEA work, additional strategic studies completed during DMRB Stage 1 included:
	Environmental Steering Group Consultation

	2.4.8 During DMRB Stage 1, the A9 Dualling Programme Environmental Steering Group (ESG), made up of representatives from Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), Cairngorms National Park Authority (CNPA), Historic Environment Scotland (HES), Scottish Environm...
	Strategic Environmental Design Principles

	2.4.9 One of the key outputs of the A9 Dualling Programme SEA was the development of a range of Strategic Environmental Design Principles.  The Principles were developed in collaboration with the ESG, and are listed in full in in Appendix 2-1 containe...
	2.4.10 The Principles are intended to represent the aims of the A9 Dualling Programme, with respect to consistency in the delivery of an environmentally-led design process, and to highlight the issues that are of particular relevance to the A9 duallin...
	2.4.11 They are not intended as a replacement for existing requirements or standards; instead, they are intended to be considered as a set of aims that all A9 Dualling projects will seek to meet.
	2.4.12 It is accepted that not all Principles will be applicable or achievable in all situations, and that situations will arise where the aims of individual Principles will conflict.  It is also recognised that the Principles will always require to b...
	2.4.13 The Principles will be applied within the context of the environmental impact mitigation hierarchy, with the primary approach being to use the flexibility available within early design stages to avoid an adverse impact before considering mechan...
	2.4.14 Similarly, for situations where design solutions offer opportunities to deliver environmental benefit (e.g. improved drainage, ecological connectivity or access through mitigation embedded via design development), this will be clearly highlight...
	SEA Monitoring Framework

	2.4.15 Another key output from DMRB Stage 1 was the SEA Monitoring Framework (MF).  This requires each A9 Dualling project team to clearly record recommendations as to how key environmental issues would be considered and managed through each later sta...
	DMRB Stage 2

	2.4.16 Upon the completion of DMRB Stage 1, an online route corridor (nominally 100m either side of the existing A9) was selected as the preferred dualling corridor.  DMRB Stage 2 considered alternative mainline alignment and junction options within t...
	2.4.17 The principal objective of the DMRB Stage 2 environmental assessment was to impartially assess each alternative route alignment and junction layout under consideration, in order to identify any significant environmental impacts or risks associa...
	2.4.18 The level of detail at DMRB Stage 2 was sufficient to identify potentially significant environmental effects related to each option ‘footprint’ through the receiving environment, and likely implications for identified sensitive receptors.
	2.4.19 The DMRB Stage 2 environmental assessment firstly considered each option in isolation, and in the absence of any mitigation, before identifying whether mitigation could be expected via further option development if it were taken forward to DMRB...
	2.4.20 The final part of the DMRB Stage 2 environmental assessment was a comparative assessment between the options, to determine which performed better or worse, when all environmental and engineering constraints, risks and impacts were compared.  Th...
	2.4.21 This EIA relates specifically to the DMRB Stage 3 further development and assessment of the preferred mainline and junction, as well as added features including side roads, accesses, drainage, as described in Chapter 5, The Proposed Scheme.

	2.5 A9 Dualling Programme Objectives
	2.5.1 The Scottish Government has clearly stated that dualling of the A9 is a strategic priority for Scotland and, in 2014, three design contracts were awarded to take forward the development of the A9 Dualling Programme, across the Southern, Central ...
	2.5.2 The A9 Dualling Programme Objectives set by Transport Scotland are:

	2.6 Local Context for Dualling
	Local and National Accident Statistics
	2.6.1 Accident rates for sections of the A9 between Perth and Inverness are below the national average; however, the severity of accidents when they do occur is significantly higher.  Table 2-1 compares national accident rates, severity splits and cas...
	Existing Traffic Conditions and Safety

	2.6.2 The A9 between Glen Garry and Dalwhinnie has an Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) flow of approximately 9,900 (2015 figures), of which approximately 19% comprises Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs).  The current single carriageway between Glen Garry ...
	2.6.3 Along the Glen Garry to Dalwhinnie extent, there were 22 accidents during the period from 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2013, including 2 fatal and 15 serious accidents.  The majority of accidents on the A9 occur along sections of single carriag...
	2.6.4 It is considered that upgrading the road from single to dual carriageway would reduce driver frustration, provide opportunity for safer overtaking and prevent right turn manoeuvres across the carriageway.  Operational performance will be improve...
	2.6.5 In addition, a new grade separated junction will be developed at Dalnaspidal, with local left-in/ left-out junctions at Balsporran Cottage and Drumochter Lodge.  Removing the need for potentially dangerous right turns across the path of oncoming...
	Tourism and Recreation

	2.6.6 The A9 provides access between, and beyond, Perth and Inverness, particularly for tourists looking to visit various regions of Scotland.  The area surrounding the Proposed Scheme offers a range of tourist attractions and recreational activities,...
	2.6.7 The Drumochter Hills area itself is very popular with hillwalkers, particularly given the number Munros in relative proximity.  The area is also popular with cyclists, with NCN7 running generally parallel between the A9 and the HML railway to Da...
	2.6.8 The Proposed Scheme sits within the Cairngorms National Park authority area.  According to the Cairngorms National Park Economic Strategy, approx. 43% of regional employment is provided by tourism.  The Strategy recognises the A9 dualling progra...
	2.6.9 The Cairngorms National Park Partnership Plan 2017-2022 (CNPA, 2016) recognises the A9 dualling programme as a future development.  Policy 1.2 states that in order to enable a sustainable pattern of settlement growth, infrastructure and communic...
	Active Travel and Public Transport

	2.6.10 NCN7, used by both cyclists and walkers, is very close to the A9 northbound carriageway in places, only separated by a narrow grass verge, sometimes with or without a Vehicle Restraint System (VRS).  The Proposed Scheme offers the potential to ...
	2.6.11 Bus services within the Proposed Scheme extent are used for inter-city access to northern Scotland and by local communities.  In addition, the A9 corridor is popular with tourists as set out above, and many coach trips use the road to access th...
	2.6.12 Nonetheless, the removal of all at-grade pedestrian crossings of the A9, rationalising and replacing with underpass crossings, will provide safer connectivity between both sides of the A9, including via a new underpass through the proposed Daln...

	2.7 References
	2.7.1 Relevant references for introductory Chapters 1 to 7 of this ES are compiled and listed at the end of Chapter 7.


	3 Alternatives Considered
	3.1 Introduction
	3.1.1 The EIA Regulations require consideration of the main alternatives studied, and an indication of the main reasons for choices made, taking into account potential environmental impacts.
	3.1.2 This Chapter briefly discusses the background to alternative mainline and junction options considered during previous DMRB Stage 1 and Stage 2 assessments for Project 7, and summarises the reasons for the preferred route selected.

	3.2 DMRB Stage 1
	3.2.1 DMRB Stage 1 focused on identifying a preferred corridor for A9 Dualling.  As explained in Chapter 1, PES and SEA assessments identified and considered route-wide constraints and issues.  The assessments considered three high-level, strategic al...
	3.2.2  As the Scottish Government’s 2011 IIP committed to A9 dualling, consideration of a ‘do nothing’ option was not considered.  The DMRB Stage 1 Reports identified that on-line dualling, generally following the route of the existing A9, was the mos...
	3.2.3 An on-line dualling corridor was identified as a 200m-wide corridor centred on the existing A9.  However, it was noted that the 200m-wide corridor represented an indicative ‘soft’ boundary that could be extended locally, depending on constraints...
	3.2.4 The DMRB Stage 1 Reports noted that the A9 is to be designed as a Category 7A dual carriageway, and therefore only grade-separated junctions are to be permitted, with isolated left-in/ left-out junctions where a feasible alternative does not exi...

	3.3 DMRB Stage 2 - Mainline Options Assessment
	Initial Review
	3.3.1 DMRB Stage 1 selected an online corridor as preferred for the A9 Dualling Programme.  This therefore informed the development and assessment of a preliminary range of three Project 7 mainline alignment options which were initially considered at ...
	3.3.2 These designs complied with a design speed of 120 kph, in accordance with DMRB TD 9/93 Highway Link Design, and the stated requirement for a Category 7A all-purpose dual carriageway.
	3.3.3 Each of these options was produced to test where current dualling design standards might or might not be achievable, within the surrounding topographical constraints, and to identify where any significant environmental constraints might or might...
	3.3.4 Each mainline alignment option was divided into 1.5 km lengths and assessed against engineering and environmental constraints.  The alignments were reviewed against known constraints, to make an initial identification of the following:
	3.3.5 Due to the need to keep the A9 open during construction, symmetrical widening was generally discounted from further consideration and the number of transitions required from east to west was also carefully considered to keep them to a minimum.
	3.3.6 The outcome of this initial assessment was a series of recommendations on where dualling should be considered to the east or west of the existing route to avoid significant constraints.
	Mainline Options

	3.3.7 Following the initial mainline review, a series of mainline alignment options were developed to a level of detail suitable for comparative assessment between options, so that the Proposed Scheme could be established within the preferred DMRB Sta...
	3.3.8 At this stage, the Project 7 extent was divided into four distinct assessment ‘sections’, with a tie-in to the north and the south.  The mainline options that were developed for the DMRB Stage 2 environmental assessment are illustrated in Figure...
	3.3.9 Each section was defined using ‘chainage’ (ch.) referencing to indicate the location of elements of the scheme.  Project 7 begins at the southern extent at ch. 0 (with the southern tie-indicated by minus ch. figures) and proceeds to:
	3.3.10 Section 1 is constrained to the east by environmental designations (Drumochter Hills SPA and SAC), and to the west by Dalnaspidal properties and the HML railway.  The Drumochter Hills SSSI is a constraint to the west and east of the existing ca...
	3.3.11 The alignment through this section was also constrained by the requirement to tie into the adjacent existing dual carriageway to the south.  The topography and constraints through this area are such that widening to either side was considered f...
	Section 2 – Option 2a

	3.3.12 The Drumochter Hills SPA and SAC remain a constraint to the east, with the SSSI to both the east and the west.  To the east, the BDL is a constraint as it is in closer proximity to the A9.  The area to the west is less constrained, with the HML...
	3.3.13 These constraints led to widening to the west, i.e. northbound carriageway, being considered as the only option.
	Section 3 – Options 3a, 3b and 3c

	3.3.14 Section 3 runs through Drumochter Pass.  The topography in this section is at its most severe with steep sloping ground to the east and west.
	3.3.15 The BDL line is adjacent to the A9 to the east and the HML railway and NCN7 are directly adjacent to the west.
	3.3.16 The topography and constraints through this area are such that a number of different alternatives were considered, as summarised in Table 3-2 below.
	Section 4 – Option 4a

	3.3.17 The topography is less severe in Section 4; the HML railway veers away to the west and the BDL line veers off to the east.  However, there is a need to maintain access to Balsporran Cottages to the west, and Drumochter Lodge to the east.
	3.3.18 The River Truim (designated as part of the River Spey SAC) becomes a constraint in the northern half of Section 4 as it meanders close to the west, between the HML and the existing A9.
	3.3.19 Based on the initial mainline alignment review work, Section 4 was recommended for a combination of northbound and southbound widening.  The reason for recommending this was to initially minimise encroachment into the Drumochter Hills SAC (on t...
	3.3.20 These constraints led to a single, online widening to the west, option being developed for the southern part of Section 4, before transitioning to online widening to the east in the northern portion of Section 4.
	DMRB Stage 2 Preferred Mainline Option
	3.3.21 Due to the multiple options available in Section 1 and Section 3, a total of six combined mainline options were considered during DMRB Stage 2, as outlined in Table 3-3.
	3.3.22 In terms of environmental issues, option 1b was favoured as it moved the A9 mainline further from key property constraints and visual receptors at Dalnaspidal.  Option 1b also reduced impacts on NCN7, and there were marginal differences between...
	3.3.23 Based on the full DMRB Stage 2 assessment, for Section 3 it was recommended that a split carriageway is provided with a natural earthwork slope between the northbound and southbound carriageways (Option 3b).  The reasons for recommending this a...
	3.3.24 Further refinement at DMRB Stage 3 was anticipated to provide design improvements, with benefits in constructability and contribution to an earthworks balance across the scheme.  It was therefore determined that elements of this section may ben...
	3.3.25 As a result of the DMRB Stage 2 assessments, followed by Route Selection Workshops, combined Mainline Option 5 (incorporating options 1b, 2a, 3b and 4a) was selected as the preferred mainline option to be taken forward to DMRB Stage 3, for furt...
	Initial Junction Review

	3.3.26 The DMRB Stage 1 Preliminary Engineering Study identified that the distance between the proposed new grade separated junctions at Bruar (Project 5) and Dalwhinnie (Project 8) is approximately 30km and would therefore require an additional junct...
	3.3.27 A range of junction layout proposals were developed for Dalnaspidal, and each was adjusted as required to fit with either of mainline option 1a or 1b.  Preliminary sifting assessments removed options from further consideration due to engineerin...
	3.3.28 Public feedback stressed concern over the scale of the six junction options presented, and associated impacts on Dalnaspidal residents and nature conservation sites in proximity.  This led to consideration of an additional range of compact form...
	3.3.29 The four options that were taken through the DMRB Stage 2 environmental assessment process are listed in Table 3-4 and Figure 3-3 below.  Note that junction option 12 was a full grade separated junction (previously shown to the public), which w...
	DMRB Stage 2 Junction Options Assessment

	3.3.30 The DMRB Stage 2 assessment found that Junction Option 21 had the least adverse impacts.  Following consultation with the A9 Dualling ESG, public consultation and Preferred Route Workshops, Junction Option 21 was recommended as the preferred ju...

	3.4 DMRB Stage 2 - Preferred Options
	3.4.1 To summarise, following DMRB Stage 2 Engineering, Environmental and Economic assessments, Mainline Option 5 and Dalnaspidal Junction Option 21 were selected as the preferred route options to be taken forward to DMRB Stage 3.
	3.4.2 It should be noted however, that it was identified that opportunities could be taken during DMRB Stage 3 to use a combination of option 3a and 3b to bring the benefits from both a standard cross section (i.e. option 3a), and a split carriageway ...
	3.4.3 The preferred route alignment and Dalnaspidal Junction location and layout was shared via public exhibition in Dalwhinnie in November 2016, before progression to DMRB Stage 3 design development and assessment.
	3.4.4 The DMRB Stage 3 design development process, i.e. progression from Stage 2 to include drainage networks and Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS), watercourse crossing structures and culverts, accesses and alternative connections, is discussed in ...

	3.5 References
	3.5.1 Relevant references for introductory Chapters 1 to 7 of this ES are compiled and listed at the end of Chapter 7.


	4 Design Development
	4.1 Introduction
	4.1.1 This chapter outlines the iterative DMRB Stage 3 design and environmental review processes that have informed the development of the Proposed Scheme since DMRB Stage 2 selection of the preferred mainline and junction options.  The principal aim ...

	4.2 Design Iterations
	4.2.1 Table 4-1 summarises the iterative design/ review processes during DMRB Stage 3, with further explanation provided below.
	First Iteration of DMRB Stage 3 Design

	4.2.2 At the outset of DMRB Stage 3, the horizontal and vertical alignment (i.e. the route of the road) including earthworks (engineered embankments and cutting slopes) were developed.  The main features driving the vertical alignment were crossing st...
	4.2.3 A Watercourse Crossing Workshop was held in March 2016 to consider potential constraints and opportunities associated with watercourse crossings.  The workshop considered ecological, geomorphological and hydrological issues which could potential...
	4.2.4 A landscape and visual review was conducted in May 2016 to consider the aesthetic appearance of earthworks slopes.  As the Project 7 extent is wholly situated within the Cairngorms National Park (CNP), the CNP special landscape qualities were pa...
	4.2.5 The first iteration was reviewed against a range of environmental baseline constraints, including known areas of peat, SAC/ SPA/ SSSI designation boundaries, and 1:200 year floodplain extents to determine where softened landscape slopes resulted...
	4.2.6 It should be noted that in relation to SAC and SPA designations, the Drumochter Hills SPA and SAC boundaries were considered as defined by the SNH Geographical Information Systems (GIS) shapefiles for each designation.  Because the site boundary...
	4.2.7 With respect to the River Spey SAC (River Truim), it was noted that A9 Dualling topographic survey and aerial imagery showed that the river had migrated in parts and did not match the SNH sourced SAC GIS shapefile.  In some cases, the river had ...
	4.2.8 SNH agreed that as it is the watercourse qualifying species, and supporting habitats, that are protected, and not the fixed area in a static shapefile, CFJV should take account of river migration in design and any related assessments.  As such, ...
	Second Iteration of DMRB Stage 3 Design

	4.2.9 Online widening to the east combined with the steep side-long nature of the existing topography to the east of the A9 and the slopes required for stable earthworks results in the earthworks on east extending into the BDL exclusion zone and impac...
	4.2.10 The second iteration included consideration of SuDS feature locations and layouts, the general arrangement of crossing structures, the extents of watercourse diversions required to tie in with culvert locations, crossings and required slopes.  ...
	4.2.11 This iteration was again reviewed against environmental baseline constraints, including known areas of peat, Natura site boundaries, wet/ dry heath habitats, 1:200 year floodplain extents and existing NMU routes.  This determined where potentia...
	Third Iteration – DMRB Stage 3 ‘Design Freeze’

	4.2.12 This iteration included detailed landscaping input to inform the shape of SuDS features, input from geotechnical specialists to avoid and minimise likely requirements for peat excavations where possible, including refinements to earthworks boun...
	4.2.13 This iteration included detailed consideration of earthworks associated with Dalnaspidal Junction and local access to Dalnacardoch Estate; local access requirements for Balsporran Cottage and Drumochter Lodge, local amendments to NMU routes, as...
	4.2.14 It should be noted that access provisions were informed by earlier work, including the A9 Dualling Programme NMU Access Strategy, and a Project 7 specific access study, which considered a range of potential local access options and was subject ...
	4.2.15 This stage also included a ‘Buildability Review’ which aimed to identify any additional land required around the designed infrastructure extents, to enable the construction of the scheme and to limit risks to construction staff and the travelli...
	4.2.16 Following the definition of permanent infrastructure and temporary (construction stage) works boundaries, the Design Freeze iteration was then subject to preliminary environmental assessment.  Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) topic special...
	4.2.17 This preliminary environmental assessment considered potential additional land requirements; for example, in terms peat management and restoration, ecological habitat restoration, species fencing and mammal crossing provisions, fluvial morpholo...
	4.2.18 It should be noted that although the approach adopted identifies ‘permanent’ works areas, ‘temporary’ works areas and additional land areas for mitigation, for the purposes of clarity, all land identified as ‘necessary for the safe construction...
	Fourth Design Iteration – March 2017
	4.2.19 This iteration captured changes to the design following the preliminary environmental assessment.  It also included adjustments to the mainline horizontal alignment in two sections in order to reduce a split carriageway and to retain areas of e...
	4.2.20 Access to Balsporran Cottage and Drumochter Lodge was further modified to adjust the locations of left-in/ left-out accesses from the north and southbound carriageways, connected via a local underpass.  A landscaping bund was introduced to scre...
	4.2.21 The vertical alignment in the northern extent was altered due to amending the crossing of the Allt Coire Bhotie from a single culvert crossing to two separate crossing features.  Further refinements included introduction of mammal ledges to cer...
	Local Design Development Variations Considered

	4.2.22 During this design iteration, five specific local design development issues were considered in some detail in order to select the most appropriate solution for the DMRB Stage 3 design.  Each included a range of local design variants and the sel...
	4.2.23 These ‘mini-assessments’ ensured that an informed decision could be made before incorporation into the design fix.  Table 4-2 below summarises the local variation studies undertaken.
	Fifth Design Iteration – April 2017
	4.2.24 This iteration completed the detailed drainage network (including SuDS and pre-earthworks drainage ditches) as well as watercourse diversions, culvert crossings, and localised verge widening included for some diversions.  The vertical alignment...
	Sixth Iteration – Proposed Scheme for Environmental Impact Assessment – May 2017
	4.2.25 The sixth iteration included amendments informed by the Flood Risk Assessment for the Proposed Scheme.  A small number of earthworks were steepened to further limit encroachment into the floodplain and the location and scale of flood compensato...
	4.2.26 This iteration was subject to EIA, undertaken in full cognisance of the various embedded mitigation measures including:
	 alignment informed by consideration of proximity to local sensitive receptors (both residential properties and ecological designated sites)
	 avoidance and minimisation of earthworks encroachment into property boundaries
	 continued and improved NMU access by, for example, inclusion of underpasses
	 locating SuDS outside flood extents and upsizing culverts for watercourse crossings to a minimum of 900mm, reducing the risk of blockage
	 SuDS basins designed by Drainage Engineers and Landscape Architects to ensure they reflect local landscape characteristics where possible
	 sensitive design of embankments in the context of cultural heritage assets including Drumochter Lodge and its designed landscape
	 combination of culverts and a bridge to be constructed at Allt Bhotie allowing a lowering of the design finished road level, providing a reduction of fill material required
	Seventh Iteration – Final Scheme for EIA – October 2017
	4.2.27 The final design iteration contained a number of design amendments including relaxation of lane widths through Drumochter Pass; inclusion of erosion protection measures recommended by the EIA hydromorphology assessment; adjustments to works ext...
	4.2.28 Updates were also made to accesses in response to landowner meetings; including the addition of field access points and modification to the access track link between the former Beauly-Denny track and Drumochter Lodge.
	4.2.29 These design changes were reviewed by drainage engineers, who subsequently updated and amended drainage layouts (culverts, watercourse diversions and drainage ditches); finalised the SuDS basin designs for assessment; and confirmed compensatory...
	4.2.30 Finally, modifications were made to the temporary works boundary to reflect the above design changes; to include additional land between ch. -0,020 to ch. +0,100 to ensure sufficient space should construction stage stability assessments identif...
	4.2.31 Following this, the LMA and CPO boundary was fixed, encompassing all of the above changes to the Proposed Scheme.
	4.2.32 This ES presents the final assessment, based on the 7th iteration design and LMA boundary.

	4.3 References
	4.3.1 Relevant references for introductory Chapters 1 to 7 of this ES are compiled and listed at the end of Chapter 7.


	5 The Proposed Scheme
	5.1 Introduction
	5.1.1 This chapter provides an introduction to the Proposed Scheme for assessment.  It includes screenshots from the Project 7, Glen Garry to Dalwhinnie, visualisation tool used to inform public exhibitions.  These images are presented for illustratio...

	5.2 Proposed Scheme Overview
	5.2.1 A high quality dual carriageway will be constructed along approximately 10km (9.5km plus tie-ins) of the A9 between Glen Garry to Dalwhinnie, replacing the existing single carriageway road.  There will be no gaps in the central reservation, to p...
	5.2.2 Cuttings and earthworks are required along the route and the size of these varies depending on local topography, stability requirements and any landscape design to blend with local landform.  The total surface area of permanent works is estimate...
	5.2.3 The vertical alignment has been raised where necessary to accommodate the road drainage system.  Drainage layouts have been developed, including consideration of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) features, swales, watercourse crossings and div...
	5.2.4 Where watercourse crossing structures are required (i.e. bridges), the level of detail assumes a main span sufficient to avoid permanent in-channel works.  With respect to culverts, the principal design assumption is that existing culverts that ...
	5.2.5 The Proposed Scheme assumes that existing ‘cascades’ (i.e. hillside watercourses diverted or engineered to flow into existing culverts) could be further engineered to meet the required vertical alignment of the dualled route.  In addition, verti...

	5.3  Permanent Works – Mainline and Junction Infrastructure (Operational Phase)
	5.3.1 Note that earthworks slopes in the images below show straight line gradients from top to bottom and, whilst these demonstrate the footprint/ extent of slopes, they do not incorporate any landform contouring or mitigation planting, e.g. trees or ...
	Southern Tie-In at Existing Glen Garry Dual Carriageway – Chainage -950 to 0,200

	5.3.2 Figure 5-1 shows the horizontal alignment of the mainline tie-in to the existing Glen Garry A9 dualled section at the southern extent of Project 7, along with tie-ins to the existing NCN7 route to the west of the mainline.  NCN7 will be locally ...
	5.3.3 Figure 5-2 below shows the horizontal alignment and layout of the Dalnaspidal Junction, looking south, including the northbound lay-by at approx. ch. 1,000.
	5.3.4 The junction comprises a left-in/ left-out arrangement with local grade-separation, providing access to properties at Dalnaspidal to the west of the A9 and access to Dalnacardoch estate and the former General Wade’s Military Road (GWMR) hill wal...
	5.3.5 The A9 mainline vertical alignment is elevated above the junction link road to Dalnaspidal.  The slip road from the northbound carriageway includes a new Allt Coire Mhic-Sith overbridge.  An access track off the southbound loop serves Dalnacardo...
	5.3.6 Figure 5-3 highlights the Proposed Scheme features from the northbound lay-by at ch. 1,000 through to approx. ch. 3,000.  Maintenance access to SuDS basin 020 will be via the NCN7 (old A9 road).  Retaining walls are shown on the southbound side ...
	5.3.7 Figure 5-4 highlights the Proposed Scheme features from approx. ch. 3,000 at the crossing of the Allt a’ Chaorainn through to approx. ch. 4,800 at the Pass of Drumochter.  An underpass link through the Allt a’ Chaorainn crossing connects the NCN...
	5.3.8 On the northbound (west) side, the existing NCN7 is rerouted due to wider dual carriageway embankments.  Re-routing of the NCN7 has been informed by local topographic, watercourse, habitat and peat surveys, as well as flood plain extents.  Segre...
	Mainline Alignment and Drumochter Pass – Chainage 4,800 to 6,100

	5.3.9 Figure 5-5 uses three images, highlighting the complexities of the Proposed Scheme through the narrow Pass of Drumochter where the HML, BDL, NCN7, the River Truim and the A9 all compete for space.  Space available for dualling is also constraine...
	5.3.10 The vertical alignments of the NCN7 and the A9 carriageways vary through this section, with retaining walls required to limit earthworks encroachment into the BDL exclusion zone.  A safety barrier is incorporated along the length of the northbo...
	Mainline Alignment – Chainage 6,200 to 7,000

	5.3.11 Figure 5-6 shows three SuDS basins between the NCN7 and the River Truim (designated as part of the River Spey Special Area of Conservation (SAC)).  SuDS are designed to intercept and treat road surface drainage before discharge to the receiving...
	5.3.12 The existing car park off the access road at the entrance to Balsporran is included within the Proposed Scheme in order to retain connectivity for recreational users and to introduce surface runoff collection and treatment given its proximity t...
	Balsporran Cottage/ Drumochter Lodge Access – Chainage 6,800 to 7,800

	5.3.13 New accesses are required for Balsporran Cottages B&B and Drumochter Lodge/ Drumochter Estate.  In order to remove right turn manoeuvres across carriageways, left-in/ left-out accesses are provided from each carriageway, linked by a local under...
	5.3.14 The northbound access and link road underpass also connects to NCN7, which will be locally realigned and widened, with passing places, to provide shared use for access to the Balsporran car park, Balsporran Cottages, for SuDS maintenance, and t...
	5.3.15 The southbound access loop includes a connection to Drumochter Lodge, as well as a link to the former BDL track; principally to provide alternative access for Drumochter Estate as other, existing direct accesses from the A9 will be closed.
	5.3.16 The former BDL track will be made permanent, in order to provide estate access along the remaining length of the Proposed Scheme to the north, and into the separate Project 8, Dalwhinnie to Crubenmore, scheme further to the north.  Drumochter E...
	5.3.17 Figure 5-8 presents two images showing the continuation of the Drumochter Estate (former BDL) access track northwards and into the Project 8 extent.  The first image also notes that the location of the track crossing of the Allt Coire Chuirn wi...
	5.3.18 Both images show that dualling earthworks will reduce the width of the local shelter belt woodland on the southbound side, and that SuDS basins will be located on the northbound (downstream) side.  Where required, the NCN7 will be realigned and...
	5.3.19 The second image shows a new segregated lay-by on the northbound carriageway, which includes a link path to NCN7.  Beyond the lay-by and SuDS basin 092, the Proposed Scheme is shown narrowing to provide a tie-in with the existing single carriag...
	5.3.20 The chainage locations of individual cuttings and embankments are shown on Engineering Plan and Profile Drawings 5.9 to 5.15 (Volume 3).  In general, proposed engineering slope angles range between gradients of 1:2 to 1:3  to ensure slope stabi...
	5.3.21 Steeper slopes include through Pass of Drumochter and some sections of retaining wall are required to limit encroachment into the Drumochter Hills nature conservation designation site boundary to the east (southbound) side.  In other places, so...
	5.3.22 The Proposed Scheme is likely to include some rock cuttings, predominately situated on the eastern side through Pass of Drumochter.
	5.3.23 Best practice design aims to deliver an earthworks balance to minimise material import to, and export from, the Proposed Scheme extent.  A summary of bulk earthworks quantities is provided in Table 5.2 below.  In addition, Chapter 10 provides a...
	Structures
	5.3.24 The Proposed Scheme includes for changes to five existing structures and the introduction of two new structures, as described below.  Note that all mainline watercourse crossings (bridges) are designed to accommodate the 1:200 year flood level ...
	5.3.25 Table 5.3 provides an overview of proposed changes to existing structures.  Table 5.4 provides an overview of proposed new structures.
	Watercourse Crossings

	5.3.26 A wide range of watercourse crossings are required under the Proposed Scheme, including:
	5.3.27 Additional crossings and culverts are required for associated access tracks and land drains.  In general, mainline structures and culverts are sized to pass the 1:200 year flow, with freeboard, unless flood modelling identified loss of upstream...
	5.3.28 Figure 5-9 shows that each watercourse has been assigned a reference number, with prefix ‘MW’ for a major watercourse (shown on Ordnance Survey (OS) 1:50k maps), and prefix ‘W’ for a minor watercourse (not visible on OS 1:50k maps).  In additio...
	5.3.29 During the design development process, ecological input identified a number of watercourse crossing locations where species permeability could potentially be improved with the incorporation of buried box culverts that incorporate natural bed ma...
	5.3.30 Given the steep sidelong ground along much of the Proposed Scheme extent, a number of watercourses will be intercepted and diverted on the upstream side, in order to direct flows into new, or replaced culverts.  Some of these watercourses will ...
	Drainage Network Design

	5.3.31 The road surface drainage network for the Proposed Scheme has been developed in accordance with SuDS guidance and through consultation with SEPA, SNH and the relevant local authorities.  This includes a minimum of two levels of SuDS treatment a...
	5.3.32 Typically, the drainage network includes for roadside filter drains as a first level, passing to a detention basin as the second level.  Where required, enhanced provision typically includes a micro-pool at the outlet and/ or a further swale (o...
	5.3.33 SuDS basins have been sized to provide surface runoff attenuation in heavy rainfall events, in accordance with local authority requirements.  SuDS basins are located at natural drainage (low) points on the network, to enable gravity flows; howe...
	5.3.34 Similarly, points upstream of larger watercourse crossings, where it would be difficult to continue road drainage across a decked bridge structure, have been identified.  Locations have also been identified at intermediate points on long road d...
	5.3.35 Due to the sensitive nature of local receiving waters (i.e. the Drumochter Hills SSSI is supported by numerous watercourses and the River Truim (River Spey SAC) at the northern extent of the Proposed Scheme), drainage discharge from each SuDS b...
	5.3.36 In addition, each SuDS basin is sized assuming that it will be lined to prevent infiltration and to include shut off (e.g. a gate valve or similar) to provide spillage containment, further minimising risks to the SAC.
	5.3.37 Access track drainage has been considered and, due to low levels of anticipated use, one level of drainage treatment is provided in line with SEPA and SNH guidance for design and drainage of upland tracks, and as agreed with SEPA via the A9 Dua...
	Compensatory Floodplain Storage

	5.3.38 The Proposed Scheme has been tested against the 1:200 year flood model to identify floodplain encroachments and to reduce these through design refinement where possible.  However, given the close proximity of various watercourses and numerous w...
	5.3.39 The Proposed Scheme includes a number of areas, which will include some limited excavation to lower the ground to provide level-for-level storage.  These areas are therefore defined as permanent works, to provide compensatory flood plain storag...
	Road Surface

	5.3.40 The Proposed Scheme design assumes that a low noise road surface will be laid in accordance with relevant specifications.
	5.3.41 The Proposed Scheme replaces all existing roadside bay-type lay-bys and introduces three southbound and four northbound lay-bys.  One southbound and three northbound lay-bys will be extended ‘Type A’ lay-bys, which include a separation island a...
	5.3.42 There are safety standards guiding lay-by placement that restrict how close lay-bys can be from significant bends, junctions, in order to maintain good visibility; however, where possible within these safety standards, lay-bys have been located...
	Non-Motorised Users (NMU) Provision

	5.3.43 Cycle route NCN7 runs alongside the existing A9 throughout the Proposed Scheme extents.  Where the dualling results in land-take affecting this route, local realignments will maintain NCN7 connectivity.  In addition, due to SuDS feature mainten...
	5.3.44 NMU links to local tracks have been maintained, as noted under ‘Access to Land and Properties’ below.  In terms of structures that may/ may not provide opportunities for NMU passage under the A9, Table 5-5 summarises the clearances provided by ...
	Access to Land and Properties

	5.3.45 Proposed accesses to private land are provided as described in Table 5-6 below.
	Lighting and Signage

	5.3.46 The Proposed Scheme does not include lighting for the mainline carriageway or the Dalnaspidal Junction, which accords with the Cairngorms National Park ‘dark skies’ Special Landscape Quality (SLQ).  However, where necessary, road traffic signs ...
	5.3.47 Signage has been developed in accordance with Transport Scotland’s guidance on Road Furniture in the Countryside, 2006.  Signs are required to have high visibility for road users; however, the siting of signage has been considered to minimise s...
	Fencing

	5.3.48 Permanent post and wire fencing may be erected along the Proposed Scheme boundaries, depending on landowner requirements.  Ecological fencing (e.g. otter fencing) will be introduced, where necessary, to guide small mammals to safe crossings und...

	5.4 Temporary Works (Construction Phase)
	5.4.1 Construction activities required to build the Proposed Scheme are considered to be temporary works, and will typically include:
	5.4.2 It is therefore necessary to ensure that sufficient land is made available to enable construction activities around the perimeter of the permanent infrastructure works extents, whilst at the same time limiting the amount of additional land likel...
	5.4.3 Temporary works areas have been identified as being necessary to enable construction; however, it is considered that such areas will not be permanently lost to the Proposed Scheme, and would be suitable for restoration to conditions that enable ...
	5.4.4 It should be noted that although the approach adopted identifies ‘permanent’ works areas, ‘temporary’ works areas and additional land areas for mitigation, for the purposes of clarity, all land identified as ‘necessary for the safe construction ...
	5.4.5 Whilst consideration of typical construction works activities has informed a temporary works boundary for assessment, in order to enable the Principal Contractor flexibility of use at construction stage, no specific temporary land uses are defin...
	Indicative Construction Programme

	5.4.6 The EIA of the Proposed Scheme has been undertaken based on an anticipated construction programme of approximately 2.5 years (circa 30 months).  It is considered that the following approximate timescales (which may overlap during the overall con...
	5.4.7 A detailed construction programme will be developed by the Principal Contractor; however,  further information on possible construction sequencing is provided in Appendix 5.1 (Volume 2).
	Access to Property and Non-Motorised User Routes

	5.4.8 During construction, suitable access to property and NMU routes shall be maintained by the Contractor; however, during certain construction operations, temporary closures or diversions may be required.
	Works Compounds
	Borrow Pits

	5.4.9 At DMRB Stage 3 it is not possible to determine where a Contractor would seek to gain any additional material from borrow pits, potentially in proximity to the Proposed Scheme extents.  This is left to the Contractor to agree with local landowne...
	Structures and Culverts

	5.4.10 Structures and culverts will generally be constructed in two halves, to enable A9 traffic to continue running over existing structures until the first half of the new structure is complete, and traffic can be transferred.  The second half will ...
	5.4.11 It should be noted that the Contractor will need to assess the load capacity of structures for construction use and temporary alternatives, or suitable replacement, structures may be required.  As this EIA does not specify haul routes or other ...
	Watercourse Diversions

	5.4.12 The Proposed Scheme will result in a number of watercourse diversions.  These will take place in stages depending on the road construction arrangement and in some cases, a temporary watercourse diversion will be required to enable completion of...
	Temporary SuDS and Access Tracks

	5.4.13 A principal concern raised by SEPA through the ESG was ensuring the provision of sufficient land for construction stage sediment controls, i.e. temporary SuDS such as settlement lagoons.  Land required for such features has been considered with...
	5.4.14 Various temporary access tracks may be required throughout the construction stage, for example, to enable access to install permanent drainage networks and outfalls, as well as to temporary construction SuDS and other areas.  Land required for ...
	Temporary Works Fencing

	5.4.15 Temporary stock proof fencing will be erected, prior to construction works, where considered appropriate by the Contractor.  Typically, the aim is to delineate the works site and minimise risk of larger mammals (e.g. deer, sheep, horses or catt...
	Piling

	5.4.16 There are no proposals to use piling for structural foundations within the Proposed Scheme.  However, it is possible that piling may be considered in areas of deep peat, in favour of full excavation to rockhead.  It is also possible that sheet ...
	5.4.17 Chapter 10 (Geology, Soils and Groundwater) and the Outline Peat Management Plan recommends consideration of piled solutions to reduce peat excavation volumes in particular locations.  Recommendations are included within Chapter 10 for the Cont...
	Traffic Management Phasing

	5.4.18 The Proposed Scheme requires dualling to both the east (southbound) side and west (northbound) side.  Buildability has informed considerations on landtake requirements; principally with a view to keeping A9 traffic flowing on the existing carri...
	5.4.19 Generally, new underbridges will be prioritised in each phase, such that they can then be used in haul routes for construction traffic.  The majority of construction works will require a reduction in lane width to maintain 2-way traffic, while ...
	5.4.20 There will be some sections of temporary carriageway required to facilitate construction of crossovers and tie-ins, and where level differences between the existing and proposed mainline present construction complexities.  Where an elevated car...
	5.4.21 The exception to the above will be at tie-ins when single-lane working is required, although it is anticipated that such works may be undertaken overnight to minimise disruption to traffic flows.  Construction of tie-ins will be carried out dur...
	Construction Stage Lighting

	5.4.22 Temporary lighting may be required across the Proposed Scheme where night time working is necessary, to minimise traffic disruption/ diversions/ lane closures, and also along temporary access roads or other locations where temporary traffic man...
	5.4.23 The Contractor will develop a construction lighting plan and method statement, to ensure that lighting in sensitive ecological areas is managed appropriately, in consultation with SNH.
	Waste Management

	5.4.24 Proposed Scheme construction is likely to produce a range of waste types and it is envisaged that the majority of arisings will be re-used on-site, or at an appropriately licensed or registered exempt site elsewhere, or segregated and sent for ...

	5.5 References
	5.5.1 Relevant references for introductory Chapters 1 to 7 of this ES are compiled and listed at the end of Chapter 7.


	6 Overview of Assessment Process
	6.1 Introduction
	6.1.1 This chapter outlines the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) approach undertaken for the Proposed Scheme in accordance with DMRB and other relevant guidance.
	6.1.2 DMRB Stage 2 assessments were subject to non-statutory consultation via the A9 Dualling Environmental Steering Group (ESG), including feedback on a range of issues that the Consultation Authorities required further information on through this EI...
	6.1.3 Following DMRB Stage 2, a route-wide Scoping Report was produced covering A9 Dualling Projects across the South, Central and Northern sections.  The Scoping Report confirmed that baseline information presented at DMRB Stage 2 would be further de...

	6.2 Topics for Assessment
	6.2.1 DMRB ‘Interim Advice Note (IAN) 125/15’, published by Highways England in 2015, provides guidance on likely future changes to DMRB, including the proposed combination of ‘Community and Private Assets’ and ‘Effects on All Travellers’ into a singl...
	6.2.2 The Proposed Scheme for Project 7, Glen Garry to Dalwhinnie, is therefore assessed against via the topic chapters noted and numbered below:
	6.2.3 Each chapter is presented using a common sub-section structure, discussed briefly below:
	Introduction

	6.2.4 Introduces the environmental topic and the issues considered in the EIA chapter.
	Approach and Methods

	6.2.5 Provides information on the scope, study area and methodology used in the EIA, including any specific guidance adopted, any assumptions made, and any limitations.  It describes how receptor sensitivity, magnitude and significance of impact are d...
	Baseline Conditions

	6.2.6 Describes the relevant environmental baseline conditions, as determined through desk-based reviews of existing information, consultation, and field surveys.  May include reference to supplementary information provided as Appendices in Volume 2. ...
	Potential Impacts

	6.2.7 As previously described, the Proposed Scheme is generally assessed in relation to land required for permanent infrastructure works (i.e. areas lost to development) and temporary construction stage works (i.e. additional land required to enable c...
	6.2.8 In order to account for any local adjustments that may be required on-site for permanent works, a five metre (5m) offset is applied around the extent of permanent infrastructure where possible.  All land within this offset is considered within a...
	6.2.9 For additional land identified to enable construction stage activities and access, it is considered that such areas may be temporarily used/ trafficked during construction, but that they will be suitable for restoration to a condition that enabl...
	6.2.10 Figure 6-1 provides an overview of the permanent (solid red line) and temporary works (solid green line) assessment boundaries applied in the assessment of the Proposed Scheme.  A range of infrastructure details are also shown, including the pr...
	6.2.11 It should be noted that the Proposed Scheme Drawing 5.2 (Volume 3) also show a broken dot/ dash red line boundary around an area identified as required to extend the existing snow shelter belt on the east (southbound) side of the Proposed Schem...
	6.2.12 The indicative WR area is offset 30m from the edge of the southbound road verge.  This is to provide a ‘drop zone’ for snow to minimise risk of snow drift onto the carriageway.  The 30m drop zone is included as a recommended minimum (Tabler, 20...
	6.2.13 As noted in previous chapters, the River Truim is part of the River Spey Special Area of Conservation (SAC), and the DMRB Stage 3 design and assessment boundaries have taken account of local river migration based on most recent A9 dualling topo...
	6.2.14 A local consequence of resulting adjustments to shift the infrastructure design more to the east side, away from the River Truim, is that the Proposed Scheme moves closer to, and in a few places cannot avoid, the Drumochter Hills designated sit...
	6.2.15 Each topic assessment chapter considers permanent and temporary potential impacts as relevant to the particular receptors identified in their baseline sections.  Note that certain topics do not focus on physical land use effects including, for ...
	6.2.16 Impacts are assessed based on their sensitivity and the magnitude of impact, which together define the significance of impact.  The approach taken was to assess the Proposed Scheme including embedded mitigation (e.g. mammal ledges) which is bui...
	Mitigation

	6.2.17 Given the iterative design development described under Chapter 4, each specialism recognises that some mitigation measures have been ‘embedded’ through design development.  Each topic chapter summarises the embedded mitigation relevant to the a...
	6.2.18 Each chapter includes a series of mitigation tables which identify:
	6.2.19 For a range of topics, additional mitigation requires additional land to provide, for example, replacement woodland and/ or screen planting, peat restoration and habitat management, or to address morphological (erosion and scour) risks.
	6.2.20 Figure 6-2 below shows an interim step in the development of additional mitigation proposals, where each relevant topic used GIS to identify and record land areas required around the permanent and temporary assessment boundaries.  Each area was...
	6.2.21 This approach enabled discussions between specialists to determine which mitigation proposals were conflicted, or were required before others could be introduced; for example, peatland restoration before appropriate ecological habitat or landsc...
	6.2.22 The developed outcome is presented in Environmental Mitigation Drawings 6.1 to 6.12 (Volume 3).  These identify what environmental mitigation applies to each land parcel.  Appendix 6.1 explains the details of the planting and seeding species mi...
	6.2.23 All land identified for mitigation purposes will be included within the Land Made Available (LMA) for the Proposed Scheme, and subject to Compulsory Purchase, where applicable.  Note that the LMA and Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) boundaries f...
	6.2.24 In certain instances, the Environmental Mitigation Drawings (Volume 3) may identify exclusion zones; this is where areas within the overall LMA boundary are to be protected from damage by prevention of access to Contractors and excluded from co...
	6.2.25 With respect to the mitigation tables noted previously, Table 6-1 below summarises the format and column headings used.
	6.2.26 Note that ‘Timing of Measure’ should be understood to refer to the implementation or delivery of the required mitigation measure, and not when the benefit of mitigation may be expected or realised.  For example, SuDS will provide an operational...
	6.2.27 Four principal phases are defined for the ‘Timing of Measure’:
	Significant Residual Impacts

	6.2.28 Each chapter identifies potential significant residual impacts that are likely to remain following implementation of required mitigation, as relevant to the topic under consideration.
	Combined Impacts

	6.2.29 Within some topic chapters, there is identified potential for a number of residual impacts to affect the same receptor/ resource.  Where this is the case, a section on Combined Impacts outlines the impacts that have been identified and the pote...
	References

	6.2.30 Relevant reference sources are included at the end of each individual topic chapter.

	6.3 Policy Compliance
	6.3.1 Rather than include a compliance assessment in every topic chapter, these have been collated and presented in Chapter 19, Policies and Plans.

	6.4 Cumulative Effects – Chapter 20
	6.4.1 European Commission guidelines (European Commission, 1999) define cumulative effects as those that result ‘…from incremental changes caused by other past, present or reasonably foreseeable actions together with the project’.
	6.4.2 Cumulative effects can be identified as either the combined effect of different environmental impacts on a single receptor/ resource, or the combined effect of impacts from a number of different proposed developments.
	6.4.3 EIA Regulations require the consideration of cumulative effects.  Chapter 20 considers the range of significant residual effects across assessed topics.  The chapter outlines the potential for these effects to have a cumulative impact on any sin...

	6.5 Schedule of Environmental Commitments – Chapter 21
	6.5.1 To provide a single reference source for the range of EIA mitigation required, a Schedule of Environmental Commitments is provided in Chapter 21.
	6.5.2 This Schedule clearly identifies each mitigation item required by each topic assessment chapter, including Standard (Generic), Embedded and Specific (Additional) Mitigation.  Each item tabulated includes further detail on rationale, timing and c...
	6.5.3 Where relevant, Monitoring Requirements are also discussed, identifying whether monitoring is applicable during the anticipated ‘defects’ period for a road scheme, e.g. up to one or two years for road infrastructure related defects, and up to fi...
	6.5.4 Longer term monitoring requirements (i.e. beyond one, two or five years, as noted above) are typically assigned to ongoing routine management and maintenance inspections through the operational phase of the route.  These would typically be assig...

	6.6 Summary of Significant Residual Impacts – Chapter 22
	6.6.1 Residual impacts following mitigation are described in each topic chapter.  A summary of residual impacts across the Proposed Scheme is then provided in Chapter 22.

	6.7 References
	6.7.1 Relevant references for introductory Chapters 1 to 7 of this ES are compiled and listed at the end of Chapter 7.


	7 Consultation
	7.1 Introduction
	7.1.1 This chapter presents information on previous and ongoing consultation with a range of stakeholders, including summary details on groups consulted, and type of consultation and engagement undertaken, including meetings and exhibition events.
	7.1.2 Various consultation groups and forums were initiated during the A9 Dualling Programme DMRB Stage 1/ Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) phase, and these have continued throughout DMRB Stage 2 and Stage 3.  Table 7-1 provides an overview, w...
	7.1.3 The purpose of these groups/ forums is to facilitate consultation between A9 consultants and stakeholders; to provide an opportunity to discuss developing issues, with regular updates and reviews of emerging design work.

	7.2 Previous and Ongoing Consultation
	Key Stages of Consultation
	7.2.1 At DMRB Stage 1 (2012), community consultation included a series of exhibitions between Perth and Inverness.  A further round of Public Exhibitions in 2013 provided an update on the A9 Preliminary Engineering Services (PES) and the SEA. The prin...
	7.2.2 In June 2015, two public exhibitions were held at Blair Atholl Village Hall to:
	7.2.3 Reports on these events are available online from Transport Scotland’s website: https://www.transport.gov.scot/publication/exhibition-materials-jun-2015-glen-garry-to-dalwhinnie-a9-dualling/
	7.2.4 In November 2016, a third public engagement event was held over two days at Dalwhinnie and Blair Atholl Village Halls to announce the preferred route selection for Project 7.
	7.2.5  At DMRB Stage 3, the EIA consultation strategy was to:
	7.2.6 Public exhibitions/ drop-ins were held as described in Table 7-2.
	Landowners (ongoing consultation)

	7.2.7 The Proposed Scheme is in a remote area, with a limited number of landowners within proximity.  The three principal landowners (Drumochter North and South Estates and Dalnacardoch Estate) are highland sporting estates.  These estates were engage...
	7.2.8 Introductory meetings were held with landowners who have land holdings affected by the Proposed Scheme from December 2014 through to March 2015.  Subsequent meetings have been held with landowners and agricultural tenants, as required, to discus...
	7.2.9 Consultation with landowners and tenants is ongoing and it is normal practice for the details of landowner accommodation works to continue beyond the EIA process.  Agreed mitigation measures and accommodation works, however, will be included wit...
	Environmental Steering Group (ESG) (ongoing consultation)

	7.2.10 The Landscape Forum, established as a sub-group of the ESG, considers programme-wide landscape issues to agree consistent objectives and assessment methods across the three A9 Sections (North, Central and South).  The Forum comprised landscape ...
	Environmental Forum (ongoing consultation)

	7.2.11 The A9 Dualling Environmental Forum meets generally every six months, with a range of environmental interest groups and bodies.  The Environment Forum aims to ensure that the wide variety of natural heritage stakeholder interests along the A9 a...
	7.2.12 The LA/ RTP working group meets approximately every six months, attended by the organisations noted in Table 7-1.  The first LA/ RTP was held in April 2013.  This forum provides LA/ RTP members an opportunity to comment on developing designs, a...
	7.2.13 A special LA/ RTP/ ESG drop in event was held in June 2017, in the Dewars Centre in Perth, displaying the preferred routes for each A9 project (including Project 7), with staff from each design organisation available to answer questions.  This ...
	7.2.14 A programme-wide workshop, held in May 2015, was attended by NMU groups, including walkers, cyclists, equestrians, SNH and CNPA.  It discussed access requirements and a route-wide access strategy.  A second programme-wide NMU Forum event was he...
	7.2.15 A further NMU drop-in session for the Central Section was held in November 2016, and there were two (programme wide) accessibility workshops held in March and October 2017.  The first was attended by People Friendly Design and Mobility and Acce...
	7.2.16 The Proposed Scheme falls within two different Community Council areas: Dalwhinnie Community Council and Blair Atholl and Struan Community Council.  Both were invited to the 24 November 2016 consultation event, where the DMRB Stage 3 preferred ...
	7.2.17 Community group consultations initially aimed to provide an introduction to CFJV and the Central Section projects and subsequently to provide project development updates.
	7.2.18 Following the completion of DMRB Stage 2, which included detailed consultation with Statutory Consultee bodies via the ESG, a route-wide DMRB Stage 3 EIA Scoping Report was produced and issued in August 2016.  The route-wide Scoping Report outl...

	7.3  References
	7.3.1 Relevant references for introductory Chapters 1 to 7 of this ES are listed below:



